Macclesfield Trials Club Report 16-04-17 Final 6t9 Championship round 5 held at Rough Heys
Quarry Bosley .

With the expert championship tied up after 4 straight wins, Richard Timperley was unbeatable in
the final round to make it a 5 out of 5. Richard had a fine ride dropping only 6 marks with Joe Spivy
in second place on 16.Absent on the day Corey Dubik was second overall in the expert
championship followed by Peter Tombling in third. Young Mitch Brightmore had an outstanding ride
finishing on 20 marks - good enough for third overall on a very testing hard route.
It was a lot closer in the Inter class with Mat Treweek and Josh Atkinson both pressing for a win to
secure the overall results . Josh just beat Mat by one mark on the day to tie up the championship .
These two had recorded 7 first or second places of the 10 available throughout the 5 trials . A win
for Mat in this round and anything lower than 2nd for Josh would have reversed the outcome.
Whilst Josh and Mat were fighting out for best int, Ian Margetts turned in the best ride on the 50/50
inter route on 17 despite a puncture on his Gas Gas. The youth A riders Ollie Jenkins and Daniel
Renshaw on this route had had a series long battle and it continued into the last round with Daniel
taking the win on the day and overall. Tom Shepherd youth C recorded his third straight win to
allow him to collect the 6t9 series win from Harry Bowyer.
In the most popular class on the middle route the 0/50s , the series win was already in the bag for
yet another Sheffield and Hallamshire rider Mark Timperley after his 4 straight wins in previous
rounds . The fight was on for second place between Carl Braddock ( Xispa number one rider) and
Leigh Elliott . A win for Carl and 2nd was his but he had to settle for 3rd overall with Leigh in 2nd
and both being beaten by Tim Morris with a fine ride losing just 5 marks .
Best 0/40 was Toby Eyre on 7. Toby was on for overall winner on the middle route until a 5 on the
increasing slippery section 5 spoilt his score card. A late charge in the championship from Toby
riding his twin shock Yam failed to win him the 0/40 championship with the consistent scoring club
regular Martin Howard taking a deserved win.
Chris Beech who is riding well since his change to Beta took the Novice win by a good margin from
Mark Oakley . Club Stalwart Chris also took the 6t9 championship ahead of riding mates Paul
Whalley and Paul Clowes .
Owen Bowers took the best youth B class on the middle route beating Andrew Renshaw on the
day. The positions were reversed in the 6t9 championship with Andrew taking 1st place. Two riders
entered in the twinshock class - P Spivy recorded the equal second best score on the day of 7
whilst Liam Robinson on his Pre65 had a storming ride on 11, a five on section 5 was to spoil the
score to some degree.
On the Clubman Route J Cropper had the championship tied up but second place was still up for
grabs between veterans Dougie Greenall and Bill Brown . Dougie needed a win to secure second
with Bill finishing lower than third but Dougie failed to take the win. With J Cropper not on the form
he had shown in the other 4 rounds, Bill and Dougie were left to fight for 2nd place with Bill just
taking the place on most cleans. Both were beaten by Rob Kelsall trying out his TY 175 Yam for
the first time .
On the easy route another rider making a maiden voyage on his latest bike was Will Tyler on a
Moto Gori . Drawing with Will on 13 marks lost was T Smith who just missed out on the series win
finishing second . Even the 20 points from the win would not have been enough as Mike Dubik had
a steady day as was required and finished 3rd on the day and first overall.
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